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Forward
In Genesis 8:22, the continuation of seasons is established
by God, who said "While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest,
and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day and night shall
not cease." The Preacher echoes this truth in Ecclesiastes,
asserting that there is a time for every season as well as a time
for laughter and a time for mourning.
"Migrations to Solitude" has been chosen for the theme of
Parnassus this year. In his poem "Wild Ducks, People and
Distances," Wallace Stevens speaks not only of the migrations of
ducks but of people to solitude, through the seasons, from winter
to spring. It is with this thought that we have arranged this
year's Parnassus. As we, ourselves, migrate to places of solitude
where we, like the Preacher, can ponder on the nature of things,
we are also aware of the passing of time from winter to summer and
of our own migration through the seasons. Whether for good or
i l l , i t is often done solo.
In human experience, solitude can occur in any season, and
the seasons themselves can be more than winter and spring—they
can be seasons of gloom and happiness, seriousness and
light-heartedness. And though we like to picture the flow as
being from winter to spring, and would like to end there, we are
inevitably struck with autumn and reminded that another winter is
yet to come, beginning the cycle of life over again.
As the staff of Parnassus. our hope is that you will discern
a noticeable flow and order to the magazine, and that in doing so
you will find a correlation between i t and your own life, one that
i s common to all people.
Kevin Moritz
Editor
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SNOW CHILDREN
Snow Children of the world, UNITE!
Come, help us overthrow
the sludge tyrants of the world,
who have left their ugly mark
alongside every curb
in this great land of ours.
Come, help us take back winter,
the winter that we all grew up with.
Sledding after school
until it got dark,
or we all got silly
and broke into a snow fight
that always ended with the youngest kid
having snow melt down his pants, and back.
But it was all in good fun,
we really meant no harm,
we were mere subjects of Innocence,
as pure as the snow from my childhood,
we were glorying in the wonder
of snow falling from the sky.
I can remember one time,
on my way home from sledding,
it had gotten dark outside
but I was in no hurry,
so I lay down on my back in the snow.
I faced the sky
and watched the stars, like angelic,
chosen snow flakes in the night,
and I dreamed that I was on
the surface of the moon,
or maybe in heaven itself,
with the angelic, chosen snow
falling down on my face,
I saw past the false facades
of time and space,
I was the planet Earth,
I was the only thing alive,
except for the snow,
the pure, the white, the innocent snow,
whose eyes would soon be opened,
as would mine,
to the dirt and pain in this world.
(continued)
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Snow Children
I know many snow flakes
who wish that they would never
have come to this place.
They all come with such high hopes,
only to end up as filthy slush
along forgotten curbs,
in cold, forgotten gutters.
I undertand myself, dear snow,
what it's like to be the victim of a Fall
that really wasn't our fault at all.
Snow Children of the world, UNITE,
Come, help us take back the winter
that we all grew up with.
by Doug Hoist

The Heartbeat of the City Quickens in Winter
The heartbeat of the city quickens
In winter.
Muffled from head to toe
In woolens
She pants and sweats
A little.

Rushing to and fro

Never arriving
Forever late
The fog of her breath clouding her vision.
A coin clangs brightly in the Salvation Army bucket
While the bell, unappeased
Keeps ringing
ringing
Ringing.
by Carole Newing
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DEATH BY GUILT
On page nine
of the morning news,
hidden between
a Gimbel's ad
and photographs
of last night's game,
a small headline read,
"MAN DIES IN SLEEP FROM GUILT."

Old friends
he'd never written to,
Unreturned favors,
Unreturned money,
Littering, lying
and swearing,
lust, or just
not caring
about anyone but himself.

The article
gave the cold, hard facts,
his name,
his age,
and where he'd lived,
but I knew more than that.

His death
was not a suicide,
his guilt had just
become too much
for him to bear.

He'd said a million times,
"I'm sorry," or
"It's all my fault,"
but he never
forgave himself
for every little wrong
he'd done.
His memory
kept nudging him
and saying,
"what a bad boy you've been,"
"you should have done your homework,"
"you shouldn't have skipped class again,"
"you make your mother clean your room?"
"she doesn't have enough to do?"

He never let himself
enjoy his life,
He'd been tried,
and convicted,
then sentenced to death
by guilt,
by a one-man jury
that stood
in his mirror.
The headline
simply read,
"MAN DIES IN SLEEP
"FROM GUILT,"
but I knew more than that.

The voice
of guilt
made him depressed,
until he couldn't recall
any good times at all,
just the constant
sting of guilt
for wrong things
that he'd done.
The women he'd mistreated,
the candy bar he stole
in second grade.
Guilt just kept
twisting its knife
in his heart,
by Doug Hoist
10

SHOES
Sometimes pants but mostly shoes. You can tell a lot about a
person from his shoes. At least that's what Joseph Forest
believed. Of course living for thirty years in a basement
apartment may have had something to do with his philosophy.
Joseph (nobody ever called him Joe) was sitting in his living
room looking out his window. He was watching the people walking
by. Of course he could only see from their knees down, but he had
learned to enjoy it.
Fifteen years ago he had arrived in New York. As the phrase
goes he had "just dropped off the turnip truck." He had a degree
in English and his first manuscript under his arm. He trudged
along in his only pair of shoes, a grungy pair of sneakers,
looking for a publisher. It was then that he learned that life in
the City wasn't all it was cracked up to be. He changed his plans
and started working at a grill.
Once getting a job was out of the way, he started looking for
some place to live. At first he didn't really like the basement
apartment. It was damp, the lighting was poor, and the only
window was at street level. But when your funds are limited, so
are your choices. He took it.
He found that the couch in the living room along with the
coffee table was perfect to work on his writing. When he sat this
way, he could look up and watch the people's feet as they walked
by. He didn't get out much, and watching people walk by was about
the most interaction he had with others.
Now most people when they heard this would feel sorry for
Joseph, but he was actually quite content. In fact after he sold
his first novel, he had enough money to rent another apartment.
However, he had come to feel quite comfortable in the basement and
actually enjoyed it. So he stayed and watched shoes walking by.
He began after a while to recognize people by the shoes they
were wearing. He found it enjoyable to sit there for hours and
picture the people who were walking by. Sometimes when he met
someone who lived in the area he would look at his shoes and
remember how he had pictured them. Often he was quite close to
their real faces.
He came to know that when he saw an old brown out-of-style
shoe shuffling along, that old Mrs. Conners who lived just above
him was getting back from the grocery. She still insisted on
doing her own shopping even though she was 82 years old.
When he saw a pair of jogging shoes with leg warmers above
them, then Jill Cloves from 3C was going to her dancing class.
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The whole building had turned out to see "their" Jill in her big
debut with the ballet company. She probably wouldn't be staying
here much longer. The building would loose a lot of its vitality
when she moved out.
Of course the little white shoes that falteringly stumbled
down the sidewalk with a pair of dark green pumps after them were
Mrs. Diller and her two year daughter Jenny. They had just moved
into 2C. Everyone "oo"'d and "aaah"'d over the baby. It was good
to have some young feet pattering around.
The white and brown saddle shoes belonged to Mr. Danson. He
was a young hot-shot lawyer. It certainly wouldn't be long until
he was moving out and into a better neighborhood. He wouldn't be
missed much though, not many people liked him.
That brought Joseph to wondering how much people would miss
him when he was gone. Sure he had been friendly when he met
people, but he wasn't all that outgoing and hadn't gotten to know
many of them well. He wondered if anyone would miss him at all.
According to the doctors, it wouldn't be too long now till they
had the chance.
Joseph had been diagnosed as having terminal lung cancer.
This was strange since Joseph didn't have any of the normal
circumstances which were known to cause the cancer. The doctors
said that they could put him on some medication and hook him up to
machines to extend his life for a few months, but he said that he
didn't need them. He had already accomplished enough in his
lifetime.
But now it was time for supper. He shuffled his way over to
the stove wearing his fluffy slippers that Mrs. Conners had gotten
him, and heated up some soup. While it was heating, he got out
some bread and luncheon meat and made himself a sandwich.
Fifty wasn't such a short lifetime. It was half a century.
He had lived during WWII. He had seen the coming of the
computers. He saw Man as he landed on the moon. He had felt like
he was there when the first space shuttle took off. Yes a great
many things had happened during his lifetime and he was glad that
things, for him at least, were winding down.
He ate his supper sitting on his couch watching the shoes go
by. He saw the shiny black shoes of Sgt. O'Riley. A good Irish
policeman. He'd been walking this beat ever since WWII. And
claimed he'd walk it till WW III. He'd turned down the office job
they'd offered.
Of course Joseph also saw several pairs of shoes that he
didn't know right away. He saw a group of sneakers hopping and
mixing around and decided that they must be some teenagers going
off for a "night on the town." He also saw two pairs of nice
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comfortable shoes walking along next to each other. They must
have been a young couple walking during the cool hours of evening.
Joseph decided to turn in early tonight. His chest was
hurting a little—the sandwich seemed to have given him heartburn.
He walked slowly back to the bathroom and took some Alka-Seltzer.
Then he went in and got ready for bed. As he started to take out
his bathrobe, he noticed the old beat-up sneakers that were in the
corner of his closet.
He had never thrown away any of his old shoes. They all
meant too much to him. He pulled out the box of shoes and went
through them remembring the different stories that they held.
His old sneakers. Now he remembered that first day when he
came into the apartment and was utterly dissappointed. Those
sneakers had taken him from Kentucky all the way to New York and
even lasted for the first month he was here. He sure had put them
through a lot, but they lasted for him.
Then there was the slightly newer pair of sneakers. Those he
had bought with his first paycheck from the grill. They weren't
much, but he hadn't needed much working with all that grease and
all.
Next came the almost-new brown dress shoes. Those he had
worn only once. That was to his parent's funeral. They had both
died in a fire in his home. Since he was their only child, he
inherited everything they owned. It was their money that had
allowed him to fix up his apartment.
The next pair of shoes were his black shoes that he only wore
on special occasions. He remembered the last time he wore them.
It was almost 15 years ago. He had worn them when he took out
Julie that one night. He really liked her and was going to.
propose that night. Then she told him that she was going to
Europe and didn't think she'd ever come back. He didn't have the
heart to mess up her big break so he let her go.
The last pair of shoes were his white Sunday go-to-church
shoes. He hadn't worn them much either. He thought that he
should try and get back there a little more often these next few
months. He missed all the people he used to meet there.
But right now, his chest was hurting pretty bad. He must
have gotten some bad meat. He replaced all his shoes and pushed
the box back into the corner of his closet.
Then he took off his slippers and socks and laid back on his
bed. "I wonder if anyone will miss me?" he said quietly. His
bare feet hung over the end of the bed as the room got dark, and
he didn't see anything more.
by Karl Knarr
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I take in your breath
And tell myself this is only child's play
Minutes of spellbinding smiles
And words spoken in crowded jests.
I tell myself it's just the repetition of a dream
that I can never remember.
The violence of passions
And the innocence of crimes
Tunnels of self-indulgence
Black and white memories we color in
I tell myself it's just the repetition of a dream
that I can never outlive.
by Julie T. Wiseman

People
such as you and myself,
frequently find ourselves
in corners
that seem endless, stale
and exceptionally lonely.
What frightens us
is that not only are we placed
in situations beyond our control,
but someone else
has taken the liberty
to have us tagged,
much like a cow
that has been led
to slaughter.
by tlartha Helen Gurd
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THERE ARE THINGS I CARE MORE ABOUT
She walks along in burning beauty,
A new one, or the same—
I think of my aching loneliness—
But there are things I care more about.
My aches, my pains,
My need for her—
Though very strong indeed—
Are quite diminished by the love
That she so badly needs.
Regardless of my loneliness,
Which she may not fulfill—
I pray for her most urgent need.
One so much stronger still.
I have my dreams,
I fight my lusts—
But there are things I care more about,
And though I think of all the needs I have
Of an end to isolation—
They fade away while I'm content
To pray for her salvation.
by Kevin Moritz
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ALONE IN A CROWD
Swans suspended on a lake
Fingerpainted sunsets
Fireworks on the fourth
Pinwheels spinning on my handlebars
The rain-drenched pavement
is merely a
mirror
on the travelled
s idewalk
which reflects the
dreams
which drop from
fallen eyes.
Awakened
by unavoidable
reality,
I realize that I
am on the cheap side of town.
It's dark
and I
am
alone.
by Linda Brubaker
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Reaching Out
With friends.
"Funny the frolics that determine our ends."
Photo albums.
Record albums playing, "Do you remember the
Pine needles in the mud, "Kind
Of September when ..."
Kids in cruel April, "mind
You the time when . . . "
I do not.
Alone.
Alone.
Standing in a hothouse chilled to the bone.
Peach trees.
Beech trees: "Smooth-barked; found in temperate regions:
Are more to my liking, ease
Fills my coffee cup, "Heat
This up. Hot water, please!"
My cadaver covered by a sheet.
Wish I were
With friends.
by Lome Mook
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Rej ection
Shining down brightly and warmly on the pavement of the
parking lot, the sun made i t seem as if i t should have been the
beginning of summer vacation—not the end. The morning air was
filled with the type of anticipation that only the first day of
school can bring: laughing, shouting, greetings from friends you
have not seen all summer. I had to smile to myself as I watched
the freshmen trying unsuccessfully to act nonchalant. Most of
them were obviously dressed in their new school clothes, sweaters
much too hot for the summer temperature. It felt good to be a
senior. "This would be my last year: my best year," I thought.
I looked over at Joel and gave his hand a squeeze. "This is going
to be our best year, too. "
I stared out our living room window. Already the leaves had
begun to change, and the wind hinted at the winter that lay ahead.
"Why hasn't Joel called?" I began to worry. I tried to
concentrate on my homework but the stillness caused by the silent
phone was too penetrating. "Call. Please call," I whispered
urgently. A chill was beginning to spread through my body—one
caused by fear, not by the changing season. My mind reviewed the
events of the week: Joel hesitating to hold my hand, Joel not
waiting for me after class, Joel and I arguing over petty
disagreements. I had tried to pretend that these difficulties
were insignificant. "Other couples go through rough times," I
rationalized. "We'll work things out. We always have before."
But something in the back of my mind suggested differently. The
big grandfather clock in our dining room struck ten with forboding
chimes. Outside I could hear rain begin to pelt the windows. I
could not wait any longer. I picked up our cordless phone and
dialed Joel's number.
Waiting at Joel's locker after school, I couldn't believe i t
had only been a week since he told me he "needed some time to
think about our relationship." I wondered if the emotional
drudgery would continue like the weather had. Appropriately, it,
was s t i l l raining, making everything seem cold and dismal. I
could see Joel walking toward me. The moment he saw me, he
glanced away, refusing to make eye contact. I watched him set his
face in a grim expression—the one he always gave when he knew
-something would be unpleasant. I could feel hot tears begin to
sting my eyes and then slowly trace paths down my cheeks. What
had happened to the smile I used to take for granted? After a
year together, how could things so suddenly change? Wasn't I
pretty enough, smart enough, fun enough? Joel came to his locker
and began opening i t , trying to pretend I wasn't there. "Joel" I
pleaded, "please talk to me. Tell me what you're feeling." I
knew that other students in the hallway were beginning to give us
curious glances. They knew what was happening. In fact, the
whole school knew, but i t didn't matter. All their faces and
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whispering blurred together into a teary mass of color and sound.
I just wanted Joel to care about me again. We had been involved
in everything together: classes, swing choir, speech team, Campus
Life, student council. I could not bear to imagine facing him
each day knowing we no longer shared the same feelings. "Jane,"
Joel stated impatiently, as if he was scolding a disobedient
child, "I don't have time to talk now. I have tennis practice."
He turned and walked quickly down the hall. "Joel," I called.
"Joel, wait a minute." In the background I could hear someone
mimmick me in a whiney, nasal voice, "Joel, wait a minute."
As I set off across the desolate field for our woods, I could
feel the cold wind bite my cheeks and slash strands of hair
against my neck. I just wanted to run, to escape the feelings of
inadequacy and loneliness that threatened to consume me. My mind
echoed the words of a callous classmate, "Did you know Joel is
dating a really cute girl from Marion?" "Oh God," I began to
pray, "please help me to understand...please be with me...I feel
so alone...so empty." Like scenes from an old silent movie,
memories of our relationship flashed in my mind: our first date,
homecoming, prom—Joel finally telling me he wanted to date other
people. My stomach wrenched at the thought.
"Lord," I prayed
again, "just help me through this." From the corner of my eye, I
glimpsed a movement. I did a double-take. Through my tears I
wasn't sure if I could trust my vision. But there, only thirty
yards away, was a deer. Its fragile beauty was a dramatic
contrast against the harsh background of the barren landscape and
bleak weather. I stopped, not daring to move a muscle. For what
seemed to be a long time, we stood staring at each other, its
brown lucid gaze never wavering from me. In some strange way, I
almost felt as if i t could sympathize with my loneliness. Then,
as if nudged by an invisible hand, the deer turned and ran. Its
body made one delicate arch as i t leaped the fence, i t s white tail
disappearing into a nearby forest. For the first time in days, I
began to feel a sense of peace. I really wasn't alone. "Thank
you, God," I whispered.
I stared back at the face looking at me so intently. She
didn't look too bad. There were circles under her eyes, obviously
from one too many sleepless nights, but her hair looked trendish
in i t s new style. The outfit that she was wearing suited her
well, complimenting her eyes. I sighed and turned away from the
mirror. "Would Joel have thought I looked pretty?" I wondered.
I was excited about my first date with Matt and also nervous.
What if he didn't like me either? Although i t had been a month
since I found out Joel was dating someone else, i t was s t i l l
difficult to deal with his rejection. "You're beautiful in God's
eyes," I reminded myself and I hoped that someday I would be able
to believe i t .
by Jane Huntzinger
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The Edge of November
Looking down past the gray rock under my feet I can see the
tops of the trees far below. It is late October here in the
foothills of the Smoky Mountains, and the trees may retain their
autumn hues for a few days more before the leaves die and fall.
The mountains live up to their name: there is a thin, vaporous
mist in the air, its movement visible until one tries to focus on
i t . Everything—save the indistinctly bright trees below—is
gray: the sky, the air, the cliff I stand upon. The wind whips
over the ridge, cutting through my jacket and chilling my body. I
am standing here, a hundred feet above the valley floor, and I am
thinking of jumping.
I was scared to walk on the trail. It came too close to the
edge, but Daddy held my hand and let me walk by the trees. I had
never been to this place before, but Daddy and I went camping lots
of times. He said he used to come here when he was growing up.
He told me i t was his favorite place, that he used to come here
every year--sometimes twice. Granddad used to bring him until he
was old enough to come by himself.
We stayed for three days. Daddy wanted to stay longer, but
we had to go home so he could go to work. I liked i t except for
when Daddy pretended he was going to throw me off the cliff. Then
I cried. I was l i t t l e .
"You're chicken," Todd said. "I looked over the edge lots
before and never fell. I dare you..."
I took a few steps closer, feeling my muscles tighten and my
stomach grow cold. "Do I have to be standing up when I look?" I
asked.
"I guess not," answered Todd. "The first time I looked I
crawled up to the edge on my stomach. Now i t ' s easy to stand
there and look."
I got down on my hands and knees and crawled a few feet
further before getting down on my stomach and squirming slowly to
the edge. The wind kept blowing specks of sand off the rock and
into my eyes, making them water. As I got to the edge of the
precipice and stuck my head out over the rock, Mom yelled. "Get
away from there! What are you boys trying to do, kill yourselves?
Come here RIGHT NOW!"
Her unexpected shout startled me, and for an instant I
thought I was falling. I scrambled back from the edge, my legs
trembling and my breathing quick in my throat. I didn't even get
a good look.
I took in the entire panorama below me while our feet dangled
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over the edge. I held her close, keeping warm as we watched the
sun gradually go down. She was beautiful, with her long black
hair and her smile. We sat there, silent for a while, neither of
us saying anything until after the sun had set. It had rained
earlier that day, and there was still water in some of the deeper
sets of initials that had been carved in the rock. I had seen
them all before—no new ones had been added since I was there
last. Stupid, I thought, to do that. The rock doesn't care, nor
does anyone else, really. A senseless gesture, destined to remain
the same in spite of the fact that people change. Stupid.
My thoughts drifted aimlessly until I realized she was
talking to me: "...down there. All those trees, and all those
animals that we can't see from here. The valley is alive, but to
me it seems to be an alien kind of life. I wonder what it's
like..."
"I don't know," I replied, sharing her mystical, speculative
mood: "It makes me wonder if what we're doing is really living,
or if there's more to it than we know. Maybe there is, and maybe
it's down there, in among the trees." I didn't really think so,
for I had walked in those woods we were gazing down into, and had
found nothing special.
The wind whips over the ridge, and I think of something else
she told me that day. While we sat there in the twilight, she
asked me if I ever wondered what it would be like to jump off, to
go through the fear willingly and see if it was any different. I
remember looking at her and wondering if she was crazy, thinking
like that. Now I wonder if I am.
The wind whips over the ridge, but I don't feel it anymore,
the mist drifts around me, and everything is still: quiet,
unmoving, expectant. I've been thinking a lot about what she
said, and I'm not so sure she wasn't right. Maybe she knows that
answer now; she can no longer share such things with me. This is
insane, I know, but I think I have to find out for myself.
I'm not looking down anymore; now I'm looking in. I've been
frozen at this spot for an eternity now, and I hear the valley
calling to me. Part of me answers, and as I look, I wonder...
by David Deardorff
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The Vista
Looking down I saw, through the mist
A carpeted canyon—green, yellow, red;
Looking up, a thick grey blanket
The edge of November
Above me circled a solitary hawk
A wraith in the mist
Patiently waiting.
by David Deardorff

TONGUE TIED
I sit here looking through poems
by authors from Browning to Schutz
And listening to music from
Bon Jovi to Mendelsohn
Yet none of them can say what I feel.
I'm not sure if even I can.
It's there on my heart
I just cannot express it.
I wish I could say it
but my tongue is so twisted and tied.
I don't think I can face it
but where is there to hide?
If I could just tell you . . .
If I could just sort it out . . .
If . . .
if . . .
If . . .
by Andy Winters
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THE CRUCIFIXION
Two sticks crossed
on a skull
near the sky,
blindfolded scribes
danced on
the head of a pin,
while the fallen apostle
who'd just betrayed Truth
solemnly eyed
his hangman's noose.
Clocks and calendars
all spun around
in awkward confusion,
the birds there
ceased their discussions.
The sands knew better
than to whisper,
yet the Rock
denied him thrice,
while Roman soldiers
rolled their dice
to see who'd
wear his clothes.
A Dove later l i t
on enlightened heads
reminding them
of what he'd said,
while Pilate and I
desperately tried
to wash our
guilty hands clean.
by Doug Hoist
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ON TEMPLES—
November
It gets dark sooner now
When lovers can quicker come close
and no one will know
And those with postures broken
more easily melt into the medly that
turns opaque;
unmoonlit
Colder now
yet warmer when holding
another
on a
parkbench
sits
another
alone
Temple glistening because of the sharp wind
While in the shadow of his complexion.
on the other side, a tear trickles unhelped on to
chapped lips that have never felt another's
This Temple trying to please Him and finding joy
yet the Dragon comes to visit,
and The Man of Sorrows catches the tears
as they fall as nails going thru his hands
to meet rough hewn pine.
by John C. Bollow
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Intentions
with sympathy for
Lennie in Of Mice and Men
by John Steinbeck
But I just wanted to touch it
lightly
to gingerly tap my fingertip
and gently stroke its side
and yes, I suppose I wanted to hold it
close to me and feel its
pulse melt with mine
but I suppose I held too tightly
and yet a tear hit its face as I
hugged it against my chest
closer and closer
wanting its pulse to melt with mine
but I just wanted to touch it
1ightly
to see what made it live.
by Rochelle Manor
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Yellow Paper
As soon as I see the writing on the envelope, I feel ray
insides tying themselves into knots. I know that it is from
Chris.
Approximately one month earlier, after the Sunday evening
church service, seven of my friends and I had gone over to Doug's
house to watch television. Doug had a lovely two-story home with
a white stone fountain on the front lawn. The inside of the house
was almost completely dark, for the sun had already gone down.
Someone flipped on the lightswitch, and the den was instantly
ablaze with light. It was a beautiful room—cream-colored
wall-to-wall carpet, a big, soft brown couch with matching chairs,
and stained bookshelves lined with endless rows of multi-colored
books: Bibles, encyclopedias and novels. I was immediately drawn
to the old, scratched upright piano in the corner of the room. I
plunked myself down on the cushioned bench, and tried to recall
the songs I learned when I had taken lessons two years before.
I open the creased envelope and slowly unfold two sheets of
lined yellow paper. I strain to read the illegible scrawl.
"Dear Janet,
I'm writing you this letter from my bed in
the middle of the night on Wednesday—I just can't
sleep. So many thoughts are running through my
head, it makes me really want to cry..."
Chris sank into the couch next to the piano and listened to
me struggle for a few minutes. After unsuccessfully trying to
recapture my past talents, I turned to Chris. "You're the
musician. You play something. Something you wrote."
Chris was a lanky 6'5". His hair, naturally blond, had been
dyed to an off-burgundy tone. It was shaved to stubble over both
ears, reached past his shoulders in the back, and was hair-sprayed
stiff to three inch spikes on the top. His arms hung idly at his
sides. He leaned forward at all times, as if being hunched over
would make him appear to be of average height. A white t-shirt
decorated with The Jetsons (in fluorescent colors) and blue/green
vertically striped shorts adorned his gangly frame, and his feet
were clad in dirty sneakers. Wearing an outfit that bared his
arms and legs made him appear even more gaunt and awkward.
Puzzled, I continue reading.
"...I've been thinking everyday for the past
couple weeks what I want to say to you before you
go to college. Now I know I won't see you for over
two months and I haven't even said any of the things
I wanted to say..."
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Chris sidled up next to me on the bench and began playing.
From the way he held his fingers I knew he had never taken
lessons. I could tell he had taught himself. Instead of striking
the yellowed keys in a downward motion with the tips of his
fingers, he used his whole finger, sliding it from the front of
the keys toward the back. He made the most beautiful sounds come
out of that piano, and I listened intently. "What a pretty song!"
I commented when he was finished. Chris beamed.
A week later, Amy, my best friend, called me on the phone.
She was more than willing to inform me that Chris "is telling
everyone that he loves you!"
"No way—get out of town!"
"I'm serious.

That's what Kenny told Gretchen."

"He's never given me any indication that he likes me.
just friends! And I've never encouraged him in any way!"

We're

"What are you going to do?"
"Nothing.
Gretchen has."

It's probably just a rumor.

You know what a mouth

"Kenny says that song Chris played for you that one night at
Doug's is called 'Janet.'"
"Are you kidding?"
"No.

The words are supposed to be really mushy, too."

"Oh geez. Well, I'm not going to worry about it. We've
hardly seen him all summer! And he's really only been spending a
lot of time with us this past week. It can't be that big of a
deal."
A few days later, Chris started calling me on the phone on a
regular basis. He would also stop by my house unexpectedly,
always accompanied by either Doug or Bill. I started to feel
uncomfortable around him, and I suspected that the rumor had more
than just a hint of truth to it. On one occasion, during a phone
conversation, he told me that he would "change his hair for a
girl." I knew that I was in for some trouble.
"...Before I let you go, I only want to tell
you this—Janet, I love you with all my heart. I
will never forget you and my thoughts and prayers
will always be with you. I really do love you and
care about you very much. I'm going to miss you
and it hurts me already..."
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I feel confused and concerned. Chris has a reputation for
falling in love with, and clinging to, any girl that pays
attention to him. I also know that he has had two girls within
the last year tell him to get lost. I feel sorry for him, and I
don't want to be the next person to cause him pain. I worry about
how Chris will handle the situation if I tell him that I don't
have romantic feelings for him. He is very sensitive, easily
depressed and discouraged. At times he even seems suicidal,
taking it very hard when the opposite sex rejects,him. What if I
push him over the edge?
I stay awake late tonight, not because I am anxious about
leaving for college tomorrow, but because I don't know how to tell
Chris that I am not attracted to him. My stomach feels like a
clenched fist, and my head swims with muddled thoughts. "How do I
get into these messes?" I wonder. I hate having to hurt anybody.
I pray, asking God to give me the right words to say. I am
exhausted and fall into a restless sleep.
by Janet Bendure

His Expensive Solution
The
The
The
The

house in the suburbs
car in the driveway
suits in the closet
gun in the hand

from
from
from
from

It seemed so simple
He should be happy
The only conclusion
A hold in the head

Frank Lloyd Wright
Ferdinand Porsche
Yves Saint Laurent
Smith and Wesson

(from
(from
(from
(from

what he thought)
what they say)
his perspective)
his perspective)

It was his expensive solution.
by David Deardorff
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Dense fog covers the ground like a lover
As I walk it moves through me.
The sky has fallen.
The trees bear the weight
With branches exposed.
Under my feet lays cemetery soil
As I stand, I sink
The depths softly scream to stay and be still.
I move through the clinging moisture,
The trees rooted in death
Stand as monuments to my progress.
As my bare feet press on the cold, mortified soil
My step is lightened by His strength,
The view of my path cleared
Only to reveal the steps of another before me.
by Julie T. Wiseman

Fog at Dawn
Like dancers in slow procession
In single file ever turning,
Moving silent in slow motion
The cool, grey mist hovers, twists and,
Like a spiral column rising to meet the sky,
Is lost to me in the morning air.
by Becky McPhearson
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Dorothy Working at McDonalds
Somewhere
Behind the name tag
Behind the pin stripes and quarter pounder
Brown lie dreams, for here or to go
Over the
Picture of Ronald
Picture of a flower, regular
Or large fry, they are both
Golden
Brown, shiny hardwood floors
Brown, shy heels fear clicking together
And going home to fallen
Arches

Bad Luck
I crossed a black cat's path today.
Tomorrow someone will be disecting it, drowning in the smell
of death preserver. Kitty litters
the lab table, the plastic gloves.
Gossip seeps from leaking brains. With
my paw I wipe it from my whiskers.

by Lome Mook

The Passing of Time
The river rushed downstream, filled with the morning's
downpour. Waterdrops played little games of leapfrog on their
way. Kurt, walking home from school, stopped to watch them from
the old steel Brookhauser Road bridge above, being careful not to
lean on the wet railing. He had just turned sixteen, that age
when old people talked about how much he had grown and his parents
looked to see when the growth could possibly have happened. Kurt
bent down to pick up a small stone, not round and not flat, and
tossed it into the river. He could barely hear the small splash
above the gushing flow of water.
Kurt knew that it was getting late. It was time for him to
move on toward town. He passed a wooden bench with part of its
top slat missing. Some fallen leaves from the maple tree above
lay on the seat. He had climbed that tree many times during his
childhood, but now he was past the age when climbing trees seemed
fun. The tree, with most of its leaves gone and its bare limbs
showing, always scorned potential climbers at this time of year
anyway. And besides, it was getting late.
Kurt walked on. Otto Andrew's collie limped by along the
other side of the road dragging his right hind leg, his master not
in sight. Kurt reached the Sageville Inn, its rickety sign
squeaking in the wind, and walked in to see old Andrews, in brown
work boots and light green coveralls, sitting at the counter.
Otto braced his arm against the counter to turn himself
around on the stool so he could see who had come in.
"Just saw your dog," said Kurt.
"Yeah, I reckon he's just like me. Can't hardly walk, but
too stubborn not to. They'd probably have to bury the both of us
together pretty soon if we stopped."
Kurt removed his blue denim jacket and hung it up on one of
the brass hooks to the right of the door. Otto's green eyes
watched him through dark wrinkles as he strutted up to the
counter.
"You better start wearing boots instead of those sneakers.
It's sopping wet out there. You're gonna have arthritis just like
Laddie and me if you ain't careful."
"Maybe."

Kurt sat down two stools away from the old man's.

"Hey son, do you recall how Laddie used to scamper down to
the school there by my farm and just wait for you kids to come out
and play? All you kids seemed to really love him. Then they went
and tore the thing down. Had to have something bigger and
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better."
"That was a long time ago."
"Seems like yesterday to me."
"I suppose it does. "
The old man lifted a coffee cup to his lips to drink the few
remaining drops, now cold.
"How about some more coffee, Alice. "
"Be right with you."
Kurt had not noticed the gray-haired lady with the glass left
eye. She had been running the inn for so many years that she was
now as ordinary as the refrigerator or the old RC Cola clock above
it.
"Thanks, Alice," said Otto, as the coffee was brought to him.
"Well, 1 better be going," said Kurt, sliding off his stool.
"Dad says he'll crown me if I don't get those leaves raked out of
the yard today."
"I guess you'd better run along then."
Kurt shuffled toward the door, put his jacket on, and turned
the glass knob. He pulled the door open. There, along the side
of the building, lay Laddie, his head resting on the single
concrete step by the door. Kurt bent down and rubbed the dog's
snout.
"Gotten tired of running, have you?"
Laddie's only movement was the breathing that made the tip of
his nose wet.
"Good dog."
Kurt stood up, stepped down onto the sidewalk, and hurried
home. It was late.
by Lome Mook
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INANIMATE QUESTIONS
My candlestick asks my candle
what i t s flame means;
Is light the promise of new life,
or things that have already been?
My walls ask my floors
which way is up;
my ceiling lurks silent
and f l i r t s with my mop.
My desk knows deep down
that he serves my chair;
his life is a joke,
but he doesn't care.
My
my
he
so

mattress sleeps with
bed frame all night;
says i t feels good,
i t must be right.

My books tell my Bible
that he's been outdated;
my book shelf is claiming
that Truth's overrated.
My window asks my curtains
when they'll let the Light in;
Is light the promise of new life,
or things that have already been?
by Doug Hoist
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That wringing obsession
Occupying your being.
The craving to love beyond
your limitsFor you I fear.
The writhing of my spirit
For the benefit of pain
Always produces prayers
That you will not have to endure
this hell
At the hands of one so bronzed.
You and she are alike.
CoexistingAnother self is almost formed
By the two.
Parallelism does not chain
The immobilizing grasp of rejection.
Do not be veiled from yourself;
Your mirror image as her
You may know as yourself,
who would not invite rejection
Yet the mirrored image is most dangerous
When it becomes a window
And you are within its grasp.
by Julie T. Wiseman
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Like Oatmeal
on occasional days
I would believe you if you told me
that limp dead leather
Hung on my skull like a face.
or that Jello had
taken its place

State Of . . .
Falling through these
Stumble, shifting days
And they pass me
Oh, how much could I have gained
I'm writing thoughts I'm
Realized
I'm becoming new I'm
Watching skies
Haze made up of
Objects colored grey
Stumble past me but
I seem to find a way
Cast a block of yellow
On a dirty background grey.
by Scott G. McGlasson
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Glass Tiger

Glass tiger
on the table
So still
to be admired
fierce jowl
frozen in time
and space
Glass tiger
on the table
left flank
reflects faces
as they pass
Cold eyes
from deep within you
stare back
examining me
Glass tiger
on the table
with power
to charm
Yet one small hand

and awe
like mine

could dash you
beyond hope
Glass tiger
in jagged
fragments
tear my soul apart.
by Rochelle Manor
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Fixtures
I watched the maintenance men screwing light
bulbs into the sockets of a new moon,
stumbled over a gutter-grave bum who
was hiding from a stationary street
light beam, and knew that day would come not-atall too soon. So I went home and dreamt of
lunar eclipses, the global-agreed want
ing all the sunlight for itself. I woke
to phone the maintenance men to fix the
blinds, that I might be blocked from the eyes of
the street and sun-spies in daytime and threeway light bulbs glowing in the first notch of the month.
by Lome Mook

Universal Tears
A burst of laughter mixed with tears
Grief and pain dripping from the chin of the universe
Torrents of questions, fears, hate
Flashes of understanding, wisdom
Thundering reprimands
The lightening-sharp pain of love
Revealing, cleansing
Hues of life painted across the sky
A gentle, awkward song of hope
Reaching beyond the clouds to the sky.

by Jean Yordy
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Choices
eyes
warm brown eyes
that glow with a brightness
that makes me believe
that it is I who glows
eyes
cool gray eyes
that leave me starving
for their caress
warm brown eyes
that fill me to capacity
with an awe
and wonder
of myself

cool gray eyes
that leave me empty
except for a
challenge
—to live
honestly
alone
independent
free from
the pride and arrogance
that the worshipping brown eyes
reflect
by Rochelle Manor
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CANADIAN GEESE
I watch them fly across the haze
of the evening sky.
Silhouettes" of the season.
Together on a single journey
they conquer together.
Always in line, gracefully patterning the way.
They move into the distance.
It seems a piece of time has soared
before me
And I stand amazed as
The shadows of the geese float across
the rusty sky.
by Lisa Snapp

Low Clouds
The gray wall surrounds;
an impenetrable wall of fog.
It lazily rolls in from the shore
of a distant inland lake.
Contemplating thoughts,
like hazy figures drifting
endlessly onward as if
searching for the hidden meaning
to life and everything else.
by David Johnsen
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THE STORM
At first the night and then the day
And in between I stretch and pray
Upon a cotton counter plain
Outside I hear the cold storm pass
And there too playing in the grass
One million drops of rain
Now and then the lightning flash
And following there the thunder clash
Against the cloudy sky
No one dared the mighty wind
Except the trees that twist and bend
With every breath blow bye
At last it seemed the battle had end
But five a.m. had settled in
To claim this hopeless fight
Peace at last I sank and sighed
But then the electric rooster cried.
Another sleepless night!
by Ed Drisdell
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GREEN EYES
I was two years
And a little bit more
When she was
Born.
She was so
Small and fragile
And I was
Supposed to be
Big.
Her eyes were Blue.
Mine were
green.

Now
She is so
Tall
And
Long.
I never will be
Either.
She has
Blue eyes.
Quite often
My eyes are
green.

I was the third
Child.
She was the fourth.
She was the
Even number.
I was the
Odd.
She was born with
Blue eyes.
My eyes were
green.

Her hands
Skillfully
Bounce a ball.
My fingers
Confidently
Grasp a pen.
Even though
Her eyes are
Blue,
It is times
Like this
When my eyes are
Brown.

We used to color together
At our pink table.
Her crayons
Always
Stayed in the lines.
Sometimes
Mine slipped.
She had
Blue eyes.
Mine were
green.

by Linda Brubaker
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A CHANCE ENCOUNTER
Having almost to force himself. Ken finished watching the
movie on T.V. It was another love story—a very good one
nonetheless. Had his curiosity about the ending not confined him
to his sofa, he would have turned it off. He enjoyed watching
these kinds of movies while they were on, but he knew, and this
time was no exception, that he always became depressed afterwards
when his awareness of his own singleness hit him hard.
It seemed to get worse each time, lately. He felt, at
twenty-five, that he was getting old too fast. Most, if not all,
of his college friends that he still remembered had since married.
He knew it was foolish, but he thought if he waited much longer he
would lose interest in getting married, and that somehow
frightened him. His friends at work constantly encouraged him to
ask someone out and he gave excuses that every girl his age was
already married, or that if they weren't by now, they didn't want
to be.
He had other excuses, most of which he believed in, but deep
down he knew that if he tried more often, he might date more often
and have a better chance of finding the right girl.
He had turned the T.V. off and gone upstairs. He would take
a walk outside as he often did when his loneliness got to him
worse than usual.
With juvenile hopefulness, he brushed his teeth in case he
met someone out there. Downstairs, he put a light coat on and
stepped outside. It was slightly cool, but with the coat he felt
just right. The air was a little damp with fine mist, but he felt
cozy, as if the darkness was protecting him, offering what little
comfort it could, knowing his loneliness.
The street was empty late at night with nothing but the
sparse streetlights to liven it up. The light from one barely
reached the next, leaving short sections of less illuminated areas
in between. Nearing the corner of the T-intersection, he could
see their pattern a short ways to his left and right, ahead of
him.
Suddenly his eye caught a movement past the house on the
right corner. Startled for a moment to see someone else out at
this time of night, he watched her walk as he himself came nearer
to the intersection. Her head was down as she walked into the
breeze. She had not appeared to notice him until he had turned
the corner and was walking across the street from her in the same
direction.
He could not watch her continuously, for it would be too
obvious. Instead, he turned his head once in a while. The second
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time, she turned to look at him for a moment, then straight ahead
again, with no change of expression.
She was holding a plastic bag, well-filled. Her high heels
clacked softly as she walked. The breeze picked up a bit and she
pulled her coat tighter with one hand. Ken noticed her legs.
They must be cold, he thought as he felt the breeze around his
neck. He could see it blowing her hair as it picked up still
stronger. Under the lights, where he could see it, her hair made
a pretty contrast against her black coat. Why would she wear a
fur coat, with nothing but a skirt to protect her legs? he
wondered.
He looked ahead and thought of something, then dismissed it.
He looked at her, feeling a bit of pity. But perhaps he was
exaggerating. She may only have a couple blocks to walk, he
thought. Maybe she does it all the time. It's not really that
cold.
She turned to look at him and he was about to turn away, but
something held his head until she turned away first. Could it
have been a faint smile he had seen? Or was it just his
imagination? He was suddenly aware that she was at the bus stop
on the other side. Nothing more than a sign in the sidewalk,
there wasn't even a light closer than twenty feet on either side.
She stopped.
Ken jumped, in his mind. An inexplicable fear seized him.
She would not be walking any further. He had thirty feet to go
before he reached the corner of the block. He thought of
something again and dismissed it quickly, but it persisted and he
repeatedly rejected it. Finally, wavering intolerably between the
idea and rationality, he turned to cross the street.
Her sudden glance at him made him sweat all the more with
nervous apprehension, but she quickly turned away. He stepped
onto the curb and walked over to the bus stop and stood there for
a moment. "Are you hungry?" he finally asked her.
"Yeah," she said, turning to him with a smile.
how pretty her face was now.

He could see

"Do you want to get something to eat?" he asked nervously.
"Sure.

I'd love to...I'm starved."

Can this actually be happening? he asked himself. He looked
at her hands around the bag. She had no rings on. .Finally, he
realized he hadn't said anything for a moment. "There's a place
down there that's open late," he said, pointing down the street.
"Anything's fine—"
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"Wait, here comes the bus now.

We can take it, I guess."

The noise of the bus broke the solitude of the still night as
it hissed to a stop. The door opened with a clatter. Ken opened
his wallet as he got on, but found only ten- and twenty-dollar
bills.
"Wait, I think I have enough change," the girl said, holding
the bag against her leg as she raised it against her other so she
could get at her purse inside. "Here, I have it."
"Thanks," he said and they walked toward the middle of the
bus. They sat down on the right side of the bus, being the only
two on it.
"So...what's your name?" Ken asked her.
"Sarah—what's yours?"
"Ken...Jackson....So,...do you always go to dinner with
people you meet at one in the morning?"
"No," she said with a short laugh, "Not usually."
"You should be careful.
night."

There's a lot of weird people out at

"I know..."
"Don't worry, I'm not weird...at least not in a bad sense!"
She giggled. "Is that the place?" she asked, pointing to the
restaurant outside the window.
"Yeah, do you like Italian food?"
"I love it!" she said.
Inside, Ken asked for a table for two, and as they sat down
they continued their conversation.
"What do you do this late at night?" Ken asked.
"I just got off work.
laid off tonight."

Usually I get off at twelve, but I was

"That's too bad."
"They said business was too slow lately, to keep all of us.
So they laid some of us off. I had to gather up all my things.
"Where do you—where did you work?"
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"I was a waitress at the Red Carpet restaurant down the
street a couple miles," Sarah said.
"Is that why you have the red skirt?"
"Yeah, I usually change before I go home.
cold out tonight."

It was a little

"What are you going to do now?"
"I don't know....All my friends worked there."
"What about where you live?"
"There's not much work out there.
suburbs."
"No, I mean your friends.

I live out in the

You don't have any out there?"

"I have a few. Mostly, they're families with kids,
though....Not too many people my age. I'm staying with my mother
until I can get a place of my own."
"Here you are. I'll be back in a few minutes to take your
order," the waiter interrupted.
"Thanks," Ken answered, taking the menus. He said, as Sarah
opened her menu, "Get whatever you like. They have steak here,
too."
Sarah looked to the other side of the menu.
"Go ahead, anything you like."
"That sounds good..." she said.
"Get steak, then.
myself."

I think that's what I'm going to have

As they left the restaurant later, they headed towards the
nearest bus-stop. "Mind if I see you home?" Ken asked.
"No!" She smiled again.
"You shouldn't be out by yourself this late at night," he
said.
"I'm getting a car soon," Sarah said, "...if I.don't run out
of money before I find another job."
As the bus took them to her house, Ken realized how trusting
Sarah was to let a stranger see her home. She should be more
careful, he thought. I'm glad she didn't meet any of the weird
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people before she met me.
That night Ken didn't sleep well. His thoughts, however,
were pleasant, but the memories of the evening were mixed with
thoughts of doubt. How can you walk up to someone waiting for a
bus, ask her out to dinner, end up having a good time, and be
expecting to go to a movie the next night? I must be out of my
mind! Something's got to be funny though. She didn't even
hesitate when I asked her.
Even his friends would be surprised: "You mean you just went
up to some girl off the street and asked her out to dinner and she
said 'yes'?" Even they wouldn't believe it.
He looked over at the stamp on his nightstand in the dim
light from outside his window. It was the only paper Sarah had to
write her phone number on. She hadn't minded wasting a stamp.
Thinking about a second date, he wondered how such a freak
encounter could result in any kind of relationship. That's where
he had doubts. She didn't even ask who the heck I was asking her
out to dinner, he thought. I could have been anyone. How can
this last?
He began thinking of ridiculous things. There are five
billion people in the world. Can you just pick someone out of the
blue and expect her to be the right girl for you? Can you expect
a perfect relationship to grow out of such a chance meeting? What
kind of girl is she to go out with some stranger? He was almost
annoyed by the fact that he had had such a good time when it was
so illogical.
He turned over, away from the window, and tried to sleep
again. I don't want my hopes built up and then destroyed by
something that couldn't last in the first place, he thought. It
had been too long and he felt unready for a disappointed
relationship.
The sweat on his legs began to annoy him and he kicked his
feet out under the sheet. Finally he turned over and after a
moment got up and walked over to the window to open it a few
inches. As he raised it, he looked down the street. He could see
the intersection where he had first seen Sarah. He pictured in
his mind someone walking down the street and meeting a beautiful
girl out of the blue, like in a dream. It didn't make sense. The
orange glow of the streetlights made him feel a strange warmth
inside that he accepted hesitantly. He unconsciously opened the
window another inch, and went back to bed.
By morning. Ken's fears had subsided for the most part, and
he looked forward to that evening's date with Sarah.
That evening, the air was a bit drier and warmer, more like
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what he expected during the summer. The sun was just setting as
he drove down the street toward the intersection. Streaked clouds
converged toward the orange disk with a pink glow of their own as
if they were illuminated by a different source. Overall, it was a
pleasant evening, more inviting than the night before, and it gave
him a pleasing sense of well-being.
He expected an enjoyable evening and when Sarah kissed him
after the movie, he realized his hopes for the whole evening had
proven true. At that moment, he realized she loved him. More
than he could have expected the night before, their love had
grown. Though the thought was to him a dream come true, the
opposing fear in-his heart began to grow stronger. The more their
love seemed to grow, the harder the disappointment would be when
they woke up to the reality that it had been a temporary
attraction that developed too quickly. His fear of this
relationship being exposed as superficial gnawed at him. He
wanted so much to keep a good thing, that he ached to think it
couldn't last.
Having quickly said good-bye, he walked away from Sarah's
house toward his car. The temperature had dropped a bit and he
was happy that his car was still warm.
The next day Ken called Sarah, since they had not made any
further plans after the movie. He expected any time for her to
unconsciously display a declining interest in him. He dialed the
numbers slowly.
"Hello?" Sarah answered.
"Hi, is this Sarah?"
"Yeah!...Ken?"
"Yeah, hi, how are you doing?"
"Good! I'm glad you called. I couldn't find your number,
and I wanted to ask you if you felt like going to the beach since
it's such a nice day out."
Ken, hearing the excitement in her voice, didn't know whether
to rejoice in her apparent interest, or curse the coming let-down
which he felt was being fueled by such a chemistry that they
seemed to share now.
"Sure, I'd love to!" he said.
can I pick you up?"

"I need to talk to you.

When

"I can be ready in a half-hour, if that's not too early."
"No, that's fine," he said.
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"I'll see you then."

"Bye."
"Good-bye." He hung up the phone and went upstairs to gather
his things for the beach.
Outside, the sky was blue and the air was warm. A few
isolated clouds were crossing the sun, but they would be gone
soon. Even as he opened his car door, the accumulated warmth on
his shoulders had gotten hot.
Fifteen minutes later he arrived at her drive and was about
to get out of the car but she had seen him and was coming down the
walk. She was carrying a plastic bag containing some extra
clothes and tanning lotion among other things. "Hi!" she called
as she stepped more quickly over to the passenger door.
"Hi!" he said. He noticed how different
first night he met her. Her white shorts and
less than she had on then, but this time they
with the weather. Instead of huddling in the
freely and relaxed in the warmth of the sun.

she looked from the
blouse were not much
were more consistent
cold, she moved

Ken reached over and opened the door for her. She sat down
and pulled a paper bag out of her plastic bag. "I brought some
sandwiches," she said with a smile.
"Great! I have a blanket there in the back.
picnic while we're there."

We can have a

It quickly became warm in the car and the two opened their
windows all the way. As they entered the freeway, Sarah's hair
began to blow in the breeze. She smiled and brushed it out of her
eyes, then decided to ignore it. Ken looked over at her. She was
very pretty, especially with her long hair fluttering in the
breeze and shining like golden fiber in the sunlight. He did love
her, he thought.
The heat had risen quite a bit when they arrived at the
beach. They drove around, looking for a place to park, but seeing
the beach swarmed with people, Ken knew he'd have to park a few
blocks into the city, across the highway.
Finally, they found a spot three blocks past the highway.
Sarah opened the door and felt her sweat begin to form
immediately, the breeze having stopped when they parked the car.
"It's hot out here," she said.
out.

"The water will feel good, though," Ken answered as he got
"You do go in the water, don't you?"
"What?" she asked, surprised.
"I mean, you don't just tan all day like most girls do..."
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"Oh no!" she laughed.
water."

"Not all day, anyways.

I like the

Ken opened the back door and grabbed his blanket and frisbee.
"That's good," he said and smiled. He locked the doors and they
walked toward the beach. The few trees that lined the street on
either sidewalk were home for many birds which, though they could
not be seen, had come out for the nice weather and were chirping
merrily.
Reaching the highway, they waited for a break in traffic and
ran to the island in the middle. Sarah took Ken's hand and they
crossed the other side at a convenient break. They walked along
the sidewalk for a short ways, then cut across the grass to
another sidewalk next to a short cement wall which they steped
over, onto the sand.
"There's a spot up there," Ken said, pointing straight ahead.
"Let's go, before it get's taken," Sarah said. Taking quick
steps, they accelerated as the hot sand enveloped their feet.
After spreading the blanket, they stepped onto it to relieve
their feet and strip to their swimsuits. Ken wore black shorts
and Sarah had on a pink bikini in which she proved to have both
adolescent cuteness and the beauty of an adult, as though she
would always remain young in one way or another. She ran towards
the water and Ken picked up the frisbee and threw it past her.
Sarah, coming against the water, stopped and squealed when her
feet felt its coolness. As she turned around, she was splashed by
Ken who ran past her into the water to retrieve the frisbee. She
screamed and laughed simultaneously while attempting to kick the
icy liquid onto Ken's back. The sharp contrast in temperatures
that he felt with the drops on his back made him jump in shock.
Soon they walked out further, struggling to get used to the
water. The sun, so hot, had dried their shoulders by the time
they reached that depth that they had to suffer the shock all over
again.
After an hour of swimming and throwing the frisbee around in
the water, they came out to dry off and lay down in the sun. The
wet sand on their feet provided protection from the heat as they
walked back to the blanket. There, Sarah began to apply tanning
lotion to her body. Ken went across the sand and over the cement
wall to a pop machine to get a couple of drinks.
The two talked and ate their sandwiches and finally relaxed
in an attempt to get a tan. The sun was still hot, nearing the
tops of the buildings behind them.
A half-hour later while Sarah was apparently asleep. Ken got
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up and went for a couple more cans of pop. Returning, he quietly
bent down on the blanket and touched Sarah's back with a can. She
started and turned over. Seeing him, she smiled with a look of
conviction. Ken laughed. "You want to go back in again?"
She sat up. "Let me finish this first," she said, taking the
can from him. "Thanks." She took a sip and set the can down with
a sudden recollection. "What did you want to talk to me about?"
she asked.
"What? Oh..." Ken paused and looked at the sky, yet bright
with only small clouds creeping into view at the horizon.
"...Yeah," he said.
"What is it?"

she asked.

Finally he spoke again: "Sarah?"
"What?"
"You know this day has been one of the funnest days I've had
in a long time, even years? It feels so good to be here with you,
spending time together....I've been to the beach enough; it's not
that, but I enjoy being with you so much."
"I feel the same....so what's wrong?" she said, trying hard
not to sound pressing.
"I want it to last.

I don't want to let go."

"Why are you so worried?

I want it to last, too."

"You know when I met you Thursday night? I just walked up to
you and asked you out to dinner. And you said 'yes' without even
thinking about it. You didn't even hesitate. Why would you go
out with some stranger you've never seen before?"
"I was lonely. I just got fired from work. Most of my
friends had been laid off already....Why did you ask me?"
"I know....Doesn't it seem weird, though?"
Sarah looked at him for a second, then away and back again.
"Yeah...it was different. I decided to take a chance."
"Just like me, I guess
though?"

How did you expect it to work,

"I'm an optimist," Sarah said, smiling.
Ken looked down for a moment.
"Don't worry.

"I guess I'm not—"

I've thought about it, too.

S3

I know it's not

exactly 'traditional' to begin a relationship as strangers on the
street." She paused. "Thursday night I was feeling so lonely. I
was cold—and I was hungry. And you asked me t o dinner. Maybe I
took a chance, but i t was worth the risk.
I'm not sorry, now."
"But even i f i t works f o r a few days, how can e i t h e r of us
e x p e c t i t t o l a s t . We b a r e l y k n o w e a c h o t h e r n o w — "
"But we love each other."
"But...yeah, but i t grew so f a s t . I'm a f r a i d i t may d i e j u s t
a s f a s t . The disappointment would k i l l me."
"Are you worried y o u ' l l stop loving me?"
"No! Of course n o t ! But you s a i d you were c o l d and
lonely—so was I . But you won't always be c o l d . . . "
" K e n , e v e r y r e l a t i o n s h i p b e g i n s w i t h a s i m p l e m e e t i n g . Of
course I won't always be cold, but t h a t doesn't mean I ' l l quit
loving you when I'm warm...especially when you were the one who
f i r s t kept me warm. I f y o u ' r e worrying t h a t I ' l l q u i t loving you,
y o u ' r e wasting your t i m e . Do you t h i n k I h a v e n ' t enjoyed t h e
times we've spent together? I don't give up things I enjoy too
e a s i l y . I love you, and just because i t came quickly i s no reason
t o mind i t . Instead, I'm happy that I didn't have t o wait so
long."
Ken looked down a t the blanket.
would meet you on the f i r s t t r y . . . "

"Man, t h e chance t h a t I

Sarah looked over to the water for
s i l e n t . The clouds had blocked the sun
p a s t i t now and t h e s u n ' s warmth beamed
turning toward Ken, Sarah looked up and
in God?"

a moment and both were
for a few minutes but were
down once again. Finally,
asked him, "Do you believe

"Yeah, of course."
"Well,...don't you think...that i f there were two lonely
people in the world, that he could bring them together? If there
were two people right for each other, don't you think he could
make sure they found each other...even with five billion people in
the world?"
Ken looked down a t the blanket again and then up a t Sarah.
" Y o u ' v e e x h a u s t e d a l l my a r g u m e n t s , " h e s a i d s m i l i n g . A s s o m e o n e
who had loved water a l l h i s l i f e f i r s t t a s t i n g wine. Ken f e l t h i s
love for Sarah increase beyond what had seemed complete already.
When i t came time t o l e a v e , they gathered t h e i r things and
walked back across the sand. Sarah awkwardly carried her bag,
with her other arm around Ken. He held her t i g h t , a s he would a
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precious treasure, while he felt the sun's heat, hotter than ever,
knowing that the fire would never be quenched.
THE END
by Kevin Moritz

Beachcomber
Intricately god-carved sea homes
Devoid of dwellers, now in my paper cup.
Collecting and selecting
Carefully I have treasured my finds.
But the day is far spent and
I must pour them out on the sandy shore.
Slanted rays dance on the tide
As i t washes them clean.
The sand caresses the reviving colors and
Compels my treasures to return
To the sea.
by Jean Yordy
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Shadows Are Restful Things
Shadows are restful things
unassuming
they linger in cracks
and corners,
lounging under stairways
behind closet doors while
Life rushes round them
Shouting
Banging
Weeping
Laughing.
Silent but friendly
They are mildly surprised when
Tired of the madness
I drop by for a visit.
Cuddled together
We whisper
and giggle
and dream
and watch life
rush by.
by Carole Newing
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You, Over There
I watch you from a distance,
I can spot you in the largest crowd.
You are always having so much fun.
But, I can only watch you.
I want to laugh with you.
But you don't know who I am.
I want to talk with you.
But you don't even know my name.
I watch you from a distance.
Will you ever notice me?
by Debby Moore

WOMEN
Women, as the saying goes—
You can't live with them or without
Whether it's true, nobody knows,
But in my opinion, there is a doubt:
If only one side of this will do,
Then I know what it's all about—
You can't live with them, it must be true.
For I've done all my living without.
by Kevin Moritz
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LAURA
As in the pre-sunset gleaming of
the sun's image stretched out over the
topaz waters off the sandy coast of a
tropical island,
I see in you the creative hand of
God exhibiting His power of beautiful
splendor put to perfection.
The earth trembles as you walk across
it, in fear and respect of God's creative
power, and even inanimate objects must
sing praises to Him for His beautiful
creature.
I looked out into the sky one night,
searching for a beauty to compare with
yours. I looked at the stars lain against
the black velvet sky like diamonds.
I looked, but it was not there.
I looked at the snow-capped moun
tains, their peaks protruding from their
pine-studded surroundings. An eagle
soared, a sparrow sang, but neither one
could claim it.
I looked upon the midnight moon,
and pondered on its beauty. I said to
myself, "It will not do, in spite of
its shining elegance."
I looked to God and He spoke to
me, "Is there nothing to compare with
her?" I anwered, "Nothing Lord; I cannot
find a thing. I love the mountains and
the stars and the moon you've placed
above."
He said, "Love her." I said, "You've
made it so easy for me. Of all the beau
tiful things I love, you ask me now to
love the most beautiful. How can I say
no?"
He said, "It's true; you've proven
yourself in loving her already. Continue
now to increase that love until I bring
you home."
I walked away and as I left I looked
up at the stars. Their crystal image
was in my eyes, but you were in my mind.
by Kevin Moritz
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EXPECTATION
The car was usually the problem. After that it was the
clothes, the hair, the phone or the girls he dated, but most
often it was the car. He stomped through the house to his
room, a steady beat of rebellion: stomp-stomp-stomp on the
living room carpet, STOMP-STOMP up the stairs to the landing.
His mother appeared below, foot tapping with rhythmic menace,
arms akimbo, the voice of quiet reason: "I'm sorry, Jeff.
It isn't Dad's fault that he had to take the car. His boss
called him just now..."
He spun on his heel; towered above her, red-faced, drew
his breath for a dramatic balcony oration, sputtered, failed.
"Look, Mom, you...you don't understand. Just...leave me
alone, okay?" He had raised a finger to make some point or
other: now he looked at it in confusion and it withdrew.
Flustered, he exited stage left.
"Jeff?" His mother had started up the stairs—silently,
as only mothers can do—and she paused partway. "Jeff, we're
really sorry. You can always go out with your friends
tomorrow night—you've got the whole weekend."
He reappeared at the landing as if he had been waiting
in the wings for the encore. "Tomorrow night, Mom? Tomorrow
night? Do you realize what kind of a jerk I would look like,
showing up at the lanes on a Saturday? Friday night. Mom, is
when anybody and everybody in the state o? Illinois with any
kind of a social life hangs out at the bowling alley."
"Well, where do they go on Saturday nights?" Logical to
her; to him, the sixty-four-thousand dollar question.
"Saturday night they're all at the movies—the movies
that, incidentally, you won't allow me to attend—feeding
Junior Mints to the girls they picked up Friday night!" For
a moment Jeff glowered triumphantly; his mother, however, had
that way of laughing in your face without making a sound that
all good mothers have.
"For your information, Jeffery," (wince from same), "it
isn't your father and I that won't allow you to attend those
movies, but the Motion Picture Association of America, which
requires you to either wait two months until you're
seventeen, or go to a movie that doesn't depict teenagers in
heat!"
Jeff's face reappeared dramatically at the stairs—the
eyes rolled heavenward, expressing with pure pathos the
actor's contempt for all things logical, and then disappeared
again, STOMP STOMP STOMP STOMP—click of a door being opened.
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and a suspended breathless pause...
"JEFF! If you even THINK about slamming that door, so
help me you won't leave your room even to go to the BATHROOM
for a WEEK!"
The pause lengthened. Then, with defiance and a deadly
stillness, "I'll slam my own door if I want to."
His mother started up the stairs, trying for the
interception, STOMP-STOMP-STOMP-STOMP, very fast, but then
came SLAM, click of a lock, click of a switch, BWAAAARM
BWAAAARM of ultra-amplified vibrating steel and crashing
garbage cans. She pounded on the door twice: BAM BAM.
"Come out of there this instant! and turn off that noise!!"
"Music, Mom, music."
And so they stood there, travelers at an impasse, and if
thoughts were audible, there would be perfect two-part
harmony:
"I can't wait 'til I get to college."
"I can't wait 'til he goes to college."
*

*

*

Eleven months later Jeff was flopped on a bed, his skull
pressed against the headboard, twelve inches of leg hanging
off the end, eating Junior Mints purchased from the vending
machines downstairs, to the same tune of jets taking off at
close proximity. He had a paperback by some guy named
Chaucer suspended above him by one hand; the book was upside
down, for all he knew. He was thinking about his date for
that night, a math major from his orientation class; they
were going with a bunch of other freshmen to the mall to see
some crazy flick about high school kids entering puberty.
Jeff scratched his knee and frowned, wondering if she'd talk
at all about calculus.
The door opened, without fanfare; Jeff waved a casual
hand at his roommate without looking up. Chris kicked his
way through several layers of sweat socks and dragged a chair
over to the bed, straddling it backwards. He tapped Jeff on
the shoulder, indicated the stereo with a thumb and an
upraised eyebrow. "Do you mind?" Jeff shook his head and
Chris leaned over to crank it up another couple of notches.
"Can we talk, ol' buddy?"
It was a tone of voice he recognized; he'd used it
himself: "Uh, Mom? If I cleaned my room—boy, you look nice
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tonight—do you think I could..."

"What do you need?"

"Well, I kinda have a huge paper due in Comp tomorrow,
and I sorta need to get references, and I was kinda
wondering..." If his speech patterns were incorporated into
the paper the Comp teacher would have seizures. Jeff closed
his eyes, relying on the special sense of telepathy friends
have to get the message across. He knew it, anyway. The
University library stunk; everybody always went into town
when they needed to do serious work.
"Uh, I know you have a date tonight..."
Jeff silently reached into his pocket, handed the keys
to Chris, waited for him to go away. A few seconds later his
eyes popped open to see Chris still standing over him,
unasked questions furrowing his brow. Jeff sighed and tipped
about fourteen Junior Mints into the outstretched hand.
Chris's brow cleared, he left with a wave, and Jeff remained
to ponder long and hard the irony of life. His eyes focused
on a poster he had made in tenth grade for a report on
Orwell's 1984, depicting a smeared-ink sinister face, and the
slogans WAR IS PEACE
FREEDOM IS SLAVERY
IGNORANCE IS
STRENGTH, with a magic marker and a bleary scrawl Jeff added
three words, then stood back and critically surveyed his
work, INDEPENDENCE IS RESPONSIBILITY.
Jeff paused for a few more seconds, notched the stereo
past the red zone and dialed the math major. "Hello? Hey,
how're ya doing? You know, I was thinking... They're showing
Mary Poppins over at the Student Center tonight..."
by Thorn Verratti

FILL HE IIP WITH YOUR LOVE. LORD
Don't seem to fit in anywhere—
sometimes it's more than I can bear;
No one to understand.
No friend to hold my hand.
I know these troubled times will pass;
I know Your love will always last.
by Michele Frantz
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Laughter
Laughter: pure, sweet, bubbling
ft well-spring of joy
Bursting forth from the soul
Through the crevice of smiling lips
Laughter: cruel, barbed, painful
A thistle of malice
Sprouting from a barren soul
Through the fracture of a sneering mouth
Laughter: A paradox of happiness and hate
A child's giggle floating from a crowded playground
A classmate's taunt reverberating in a busy hall
A cruel inconsistency
Laughter: The contrast of togetherness and exclusion
The faint titter of couples engaged in romance
The snicker of a joke told at another's expense
The diversity prevails
Laughter:
When shared—an expression of joy
When a victim—a tool of pain
by Jane Huntzinger

SIX-YEAR-OLD SUMMER
Six-year-old summers are different than five.
The sun still sparks from cloudless skies.
The tar always melts on shoeless toes.
The sprinkler will spin to break the blistering heat.
The ice cream bell rings from around the corner
And children run to mothers to get a quarter.
But in Six-year-old summers you can speak of
books and numbers and recesses on the playground.
When, in five-year-old summers, these were but a dream.
by Linda Brubaker

6:

Frustrations of a Would-Be
Today
For a short time,
I contemplated the meaninglessness of our existence.,..
Then I watched Wheel of Fortune.
Briefly
I pondered over the inherent goodness in the nature of man....
But Jeopardy was on.
For a fleeting second
I was alarmed at the thought of my own mortality....
But it was time for Dynasty.
I was momentarily awed by the immensity of the universe....
When my pizza came.
I was almost overwhelmed by the gross commercialism in society today....
But I fell asleep.
I wish I were a poet.
by Randy Southern
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LIFESTYLES OF THE DULL AND BORED
Seeing his children approach independence caused my father to
panic, fearing he hadn't spent enough time with us as we grew up.
Though nothing could be further from the truth. Dad's "family
activities" were an attempt to make up for his imagined past
absence. Under the guise of a "family activity," Dad unleashed a
barrage of half-baked ideas guaranteed to raise his children's
ire. As bad timing would have it. Dad's phase of family
activities coincided with his teenaged children's phase in which
any kindred alliance resulted in crushing embarrassment.
Without exception, none of the activities ever went as
planned. The same pattern usually prevailed. Dad, an early riser
and firm believer in starting every activity as early as possible,
would wake the family around 7 a.m. Mistake #1—my sister is
easily the worst morning person in the Americas. If awakened
before 10 a.m., she maintains a foul mood for six to eight hours.
Yet Dad never figured this out. It wasn't even as though he woke
us up early for a reason. We always sat around until noon while
he planned the day's activities.
Of all the activities, one especially stands out in my mind.
It involves a bug light. For most households, a bug light is a
practical and necessary addition—to ours, it was a source of
ceremony and entertainment.
On "B-L Day" (as it came to be known), I was awakened at 7
a.m. by my father calling, "Hey pal! Hey pal, you asleep?"
"No," I groaned.
"We're going to Indianapolis to get a bug light.
and help us pick one out?"

Wanna go

"No, I'll trust your judgment on this one," I mumbled.
When he brought the bug light home, we were mildly
interested. I was especially excited about the prospect of
outdoor barbecues on the back porch free from insect molestation.
All afternoon, Dad prepared the official bug light stand for the
evening's grand lighting ceremony. As evening approached, his
excitement ran high.
"Come on pal," he called, "it's time to plug in the bug
light."
After a few introductory remarks he had prepared especially
for the occasion. Dad officially plugged in the bug light. Mom,
always supportive of Dad's hare-brained schemes, gave an
awe-inspired "Oooh" as the purple neon lit up the warm July
evening.
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"Wow, that's great. Dad," I said as I turned to resume
watching the Cubs' game.
"Wait, where are you going?" he said, "We're going to watch
the bug light for awhile. I paid $50 for this thing and we're
going to get our money's worth. Where's your sister?"
"you're not going to make me sit out there and watch that bug
light, are you?" she yelled from the house.
"Make you? Of course not.
light," he said.

I'd never make you watch a bug

"0. K., I'll stay in here, then," she yelled back.
"No sir," he continued, "I'd never make you spend time with
your family—even though your brother is leaving for college in a
couple months and we probably won't be together much longer." (A
typical application of the "guilt-trip method." His utilization
of this method in this instance came rather unexpectedly. When we
were much younger, the "guilt-trip" almost always produced
satisfactory results for Dad. But as we got older and our
consciences dulled, this method lost its effectiveness. Dad's use
of it in this situation was futile. It had been at least three
years since the "guilt-trip" had worked at all. Dad knew this.
He had something bigger in mind. He was setting her up.)
Not realizing she was being set up, my sister took the bait.
"O.K., I'll just stay inside here, then," she called, "I've got a
couple phone calls to make anyhow. We'll all do something
together another time."
"Was it tomorrow that you wanted to borrow the Camaro?" he
yelled back. (He was going right for the jugular with a brutal
use of the "you-watch-my-bug-light-I'11-scratch-your-back method."
Variations of this particular method were by far Dad's most
effective means of guaranteeing maximum attendance for family
activities. Dad knew she needed the Camaro, which explains his
lack of subtlety in his employment of the method in this
instance.)
"O.K., the bug light it is," she said finally.
and match to Dad.

Game, set,

And so, for two and a half hours, we sat in our lawn chairs
watching a neon light and listening to the hums and sizzles of
hundred of insects meeting their untimely demise.
My sister had resigned herself to watching the bug light, but
she had not resigned herself to enjoying it, or allowing anyone
else to enjoy it. And she was not above any means of putting a
damper on the activity — including questioning the morality of
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the situation.
"Boy, I can't help feeling guilty about this," she said
dramatically.
"About what?" Dad asked reluctantly.
"Well, God created these insects. What gives us the right to
kill them?" she replied. She was treading dangerous water here.
My sister intelligently discussing philosophy would be comparable
to Fred Flintstone commandeering an F-14.
"Insects don't have souls, so it doesn't matter," Dad said.
"Well, maybe it doesn't matter to you. I suppose some people
can watch other living creatures die and not think anything of it,
but I'm sorry, I can't." (A creative twist to the "guilt-trip
method," used rather effectively, despite the fact that she was in
over her head.) "That pinching bug that just got zapped probably
has a mother waiting back at the nest for him. How do you think
she'll feel when he doesn't come home tonight? I just hope that
when I have kids, some larger life form doesn't sit around waiting
for them to be electrocuted." (This is commonly referred to as
overplaying one's hand.)
"What about that spider in your room yesterday? As I recall,
you didn't have much feeling for it when you mashed it all over
your wall," Dad replied. There was no beating him today.
"All insects deserve to die," said Mom unexpectedly.
For the next hour, silence prevailed, interrupted
occasionally by the cadence of insect genocide.
When the silence got too uncomfortable. Mom would say
something like, "Oooh, that was a big one!" The experience was
bringing out the primal instincts in her.
My sister was not finished yet. "If this thing is supposed
to kill all the bugs in the yard, why am I being eaten alive by
mosquitoes?" she asked.
"Shhh! I can't hear the bugs!" Mom said.
her for a moment. Something wasn't right.

We all looked at

"you're not being eaten alive, it's just your imagination,"
Dad replied.
"Well then, is it O.K. if I go get some insect repellant for
my imagination?" she asked.
"Why are you being this way?" he asked, "Here we are, trying
to spend a nice, quiet evening in front of the bug light and you
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have to spoil it."
Before she could respond, a very large bug hit the light and
caused a loud crackle — much to the delight of my mother.
"Oooh, fried that sucker!" she said.
Fried that sucker? In eighteen years, I'd never heard my
mother use that expression.
I turned to my father. "Dad, I'm beginning to worry about
Mom," I whispered, "She's enjoying this way too much."
He glanced at the wide-eyed, bloodthirsty zombie that sat
transfixed in front of the purple death-machine—the woman who
used to be his wife.
"I think you're right," he said.
As we led her to the house, I swear I heard her mutter, "Die,
you filthy arthropods."
To this day, we have to wait until Mom goes to bed to turn on
the bug light.
by Randy Southern

P I R A T E

B I R D

There is
a bird.
He talks
forever.
Held in
bondage
by a
pi rate,
shouting
to be
quiet.
He never
did win.
Which one
tal ked
the most?
by Bonnie MacLeish
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THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD
Concise Edition
As soon as
earliest people
change. Change
the sciences to

it was noticed that time was a passing thing, the
realized that this presented a potential for
allowed for improvement and so people developed
advance themselves.

Numbers were invented first, before anything else, so
everything else could be organized somehow. There was a small
problem with that decision, though. Orville suggested inventing
numbers first so that the mathematics could be used in designing
the airplane. When Wilbur asked, "What do you mean by 'first'?"
Orville realized the situation was more urgent than they had
thought.
Finally they developed the field and Orville began to test
his theory by counting the stars. With this leading to astronomy,
and ultimtely to space-travel, they decided to scrap the plane and
work on a rocket.
The field of history was inspired by the need to record the
scientific development of numbers. Having decided which numbers
were needed, Orville and Wilbur developed the following list:
1
3
4
5
6
10
22
55
100

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

the average number of lives a person lives through
an appropriate limit for wishes
amount of natural elements (before Mendeleev)
amount of fingers on a hand
amount of fingers on a deformed hand
bedtime for kids
price of a first-class stamp
speed limit
basis of monetary system

As you can probably see, trouble arose as mathematics
developed, when the answer to a calculation was a number not yet
specified. Eventually it was decided that the best thing to do
would be to create a continuous number system from 1 to infinity.
Orville's descendants are still working on this.
Meanwhile, after barely developing geometry, the ancient
Egyptians became interested in pyramid-building, so they taught
the vouna Egyptians how to do it. The tops of these pyramids
provided a closer view of the stars- and of the rocket built by the
Wright brothers.
As the continents drifted apart, the Egyptians soon noticed
that they could no longer jump the gap to South America where the
Wright brothers had begun doing archaeological research. Their
link with the Wrights gone, they left and returned to their
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homeland and remained there for a while.
As the young Egyptians grew, their curiosity grew also and
they wondered about the teachings of the Wright brothers. Someone
stood up and said, "We can build boats!"
"What are they?"
us. "

someone else asked.

"They are floatation devices and will hold the water under

"But we will have to carry them to the other side of the
continent." When they heard this they all sat down and groaned.
Finally someone else came up with a new idea that revived the
spirits of his friends. "We can use submarines instead. They
will hold lis under the water so we can go under the continent and
not have to carry them to the other side."
"How will we breathe?"
"We'll hold our breath."
One Egyptian decided i t would be just as quick to wait for
South America to drift back around, so with his friends he waited
on the eastern coast. While they were waiting someone asked,
"What should we develop while we're waiting?"
"How about a 5,000-year old culture that becomes known the
world over?"
"Psychology!"

someone else suggested.

"Nuclear physics!"
"Computer science!"
"What can we use computers for?
electricity!"
"Electronics!"

We don't even have

someone said.

"Now there's a good idea."
The leader appointed someone to fly a kite in a thunderstorm,
to catch some electricity, but when i t hit the telephone wire he
caught too much and died. Many of the others, after that, were
angry at the leader, and left the group. They walked up to Europe
and swam the English Channel. Wanting to totally dissociate
themselves from the other Egyptians, they developed a new language
of their own and named i t after the Channel.
There arose some rebels, however, who refused to pronounce
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their A's like the rest of them, so as the strife between them
became more and more bitter, they decided i t was best for them to
sail across the ocean and start their own country, where they
could talk how they wanted. Some of them got carried away and
began creating their own dialects of slang, jive, lingo, and
jargon.
They decided i t was best to divide their country into states
based on their dialectical distinctions. They also developed the
state of shock, state of emergency, the state of depression in
1929, the solid state, liquid state, and gas state (and i t s
capital, Gas City).
Having developed gas, and eventually cars to run on i t , they
developed highway systems. The developing of a monetary system
next led to highway robbery. To implement their task, many states
developed toll-booths with which to do this legally.
Finally, as civilization continued to become harder and
harder to control, they developed atomic weapons which would make
control unnecessary by eliminating that which needed to be
controlled. The only thing now hindering this culmination of
advancement is not someone to push the button, but someone to find
the key.
THE END
by Kevin Moritz
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Autumn Society
One simple leaf
non-chalantly floating,
almost carelessly.
As if all worries were gone.
Gently it traverses
the rich autumn scene
and settles amongst
the pile already shoved together.
by David Johnsen

Autumn's ripe overflow
spi
1

Is into the kitchen.

Rushing in after it
I pause, dazzled by
the golden, spice-laden aroma
of apple pies baking, while
sun-kissed peaches plump
cobblers.
On the sill
jars of pillaged honeycomb
savor the sunshine,
storing it in waxy cups
for a darker day.
by Carole Newing
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Sanitary or Successful?
"Excuse me...miss? Could I have another cup of coffee?
There's a bug floating in here."
"Hey! Did you hear what happened? The police called again
today about the dumpster. They said we had better clean it up
fast because it's stinking up the whole neighborhood."
"What's that horrible smell?

It reminds me of sewage."

Friar Tuck's Diet Delite—to put it mildly—was a dump. The
restaurant needed to be "cleaned before it could be condemned," as
Erma Bombeck would say. I had worked there for four months and
was repulsed by its unsanitary conditions. The place was dirty
and bug-infested, and I could not understand why people kept
coming back! Not only was the restaurant disgustingly ill-kept,
but the food was also lousy and the prices unbelievably high. So
why was the business so successful? Reviewing the months I had
worked there seemed to point to three things: the fact that it was
the only diet restaurant in the area (and people are always
dieting), the friendliness of the employees, and lastly, the
miserly habits of the owner.
Statistics say that more than one hundred million Americans
weigh too much. That's half the population! Knowing this, one
can see how this type of establishment could have a high success
rate. The store has a lo-cal menu and a variety of "legal"
desserts. People constantly want to snack, and the restaurant
provides food to satisfy their urges while helping them to stick
to their diets. When a customer is desperate, the restaurant's
stale cookies and rotting lettuce don't seem so significant; the
person simply knows that they are allowed so many calories daily.
"Are you sure that's full four ounces?" A heavy-set woman
would scrutinize my serving of soft-serve ice cream.
"Yes," I would respond patiently, and produce a scale to
convince her.
But a successful business cannot survive on diet food alone!
The employees' friendly attitude attracts the "heavy" hordes, too!
The workers at Friar Tuck's were very outgoing and took an
interest in the customers. The girls made a point to know all the
regular customers by name.
"Hi, Officer Marone. How are you? The usual eight ounce
vanilla today?" and "How is your little girl doing, Mrs. Joseph?
Is she still sick?" are the typical greetings the regulars would
receive upon approaching the counter.
The workers at Friar Tuck's, girls ranging in ages from
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fifteen to twenty, were outgoing and pleasant. The work itself
was not desirable, but because the girls' antics were so amusing,
it wasn't difficult to maintain a cheerful disposition. Once, a
man came up to the counter because there was a fly in his glass of
water. Sue, one of the counter girls, told him she would take
care of it and "bring it to his table when it was ready." Ducking
down behind the counter. Sue got a plastic spoon, removed the
offending insect, and flung it onto to the floor, much to the
delight of the other girls. She then proceeded to return the
glass in question back to the customer. It was incidents like
these, however revolting they may seem, that could always diminish
sour moods and sad faces, and make it easier to be pleasant to the
customers.
While diet food and a friendly atmosphere make for a
successful business, the owner's stinginess also makes a
contribution. The owner puts out just enough money to buy food
and pay bills. All the employees are paid minimum wage, no matter
how long they have been working at the establishment. When I was
being trained, I was receiving the exact salary as the girl that
was supervising me, and she had been employed for almost two
years! No one gets a raise—ever. He saves money by not hiring
any new girls when someone quits; the remaining employees simply
work two or three shifts a day, six days a week. The owner also
doesn't "waste" his money on unnecessary expenses, such as hiring
a much-needed exterminator, or purchasing a new soft ice cream
machine because the present one smokes and belches foul odors into
the air. Ancient floor tiles stained with chili and ice cream
toppings don't "need" to be replaced because they are behind the
counter; the customers won't see them anyway. Torn vinyl seat
covers in the booths are simply left alone—gaping mouths spewing
out chunks of foam—or repaired with strips of clashing silver
duct tape.
How can a dive thrive when the conditions are so terrible?
friendly smile, and a tight-fisted miser. And being the only
restaurant in town with a lo-cal menu always draws a "large"
crowd.
by Janet Bendure
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Bogart's:

A Unique Home Away from Home

Cute. Classy. Cozy. These might be a person's initial
reactions as he walks into Bogart's for the first time. Bogart's,
located at 112 East Berry Street by Cook's Supermarket, is not
only a unique restaurant, but it is a dream come true for owners
Neil and Dani Williams. Simplistic, yet inviting, this restaurant
became reality June 30 and has been booming ever since.
One might ask: Why not open a restaurant in some other place
besides this small town? "Because this is where we are from,"
replies Mrs. Williams, a 27-year resident of Upland. She and her
husband wanted to give Upland a "nice restaurant" that people
could come to without traveling far for a good home-cooked meal.
A "nice restaurant" is what a person finds when he goes to
Bogart's. The restaurant is decorated in a contemporary style;
green and pink are the main colors. Obviously, Mr. Williams, who
is in charge of all the restaurant's finances and is also a
contractor, knows his "stuff" when it comes to designing a place.
"I enjoy designing and building projects," expresses Mr. Williams.
His expertise is eloquently displayed in the restaurant's relaxed,
yet intimate, setting, decorated with brass, antiques,
contemporary pictures, and plants. Old blues jazz and
easy-listening rock complete this unique mood.
Bogart's is designed to meet the needs from as few as one
person to a large group. If a person is alone and wants a place
to kick back for a while, he should hang his hat at the soda
fountain. There he can order from a variety of sodas, soft
drinks, juices, or even herb teas. This is also the best place to
catch up on the daily news or find a waiter or waitress who will
lend a listening ear when he/she is not too busy. Whether one is
with a larger group of people or with that "special someone,"
sitting at a table is the ideal place to enjoy a meal and chat a
while. In addition, the restaurant also offers a small banquet
room for parties or private meetings. Some men from the Mennonite
Church use the room on Wednesday mornings for a prayer breakfast.
Even though Bogart's has unique surroundings, the mood
wouldn't be right without the friendly smiles from the waiters and
waitresses.
Mrs. Williams, who manages the personnel, has eighteen
employees—two work full time. "It's been fun to open a place to
give jobs to others, especially to the mothers that work here.
Many families really need that second income, and I'm glad to help
out."
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Being an employee isn't an easy job. "It takes skill to work
exPresses Mrs. Williams.
"You have to be a gracious,
giving person. Our customers are very important, so we try to
please them as best as we can and to treat them as they are
special."
What do customers think of Bogart's? "Good food, great
atmosphere," says one. "It's not expensive...a nice place to talk
to your friends," says another. One lady says she loves their
Double Decker and especially their breakfast, which she eats at
any hour of the day.
Bogart's does have great food. In fact, Mrs. Williams, who
does all the cooking, rates her food with an A+. "I wouldn't cook
anything here that I wouldn't cook at home. I use a lot of whole
wheat, real butter, fresh vegetables...bake my own pies, and serve
homemade bread and rolls." Omelets, sandwiches, and waffles are
ordered the most. Mrs. Williams considers stuffed trout to be her
specialty.
In the future, the Williams plan to have a greenhouse where
they can grow their own vegetables for the restaurant. This would
eliminate the middleman and make the vegetables pure and more
tasty.
Taste has evidently made Bogart's a success. Mr. and Mrs.
Williams acknowledge their customers who have helped them become a
success. "That's what makes it rewarding—people behind us and
complimenting us," smiles Mrs. Williams, part of the team that
has succeeded in creating a unique home away from home.
by Laura May Chitwood

A Handmaiden's Prayer
I have little patience, God
And wonder what's to be.
My mind is working far too fast
My eyes too blind to see.
Please give me perseverence, Lord
Remind me what you've done,
For You have much in store for me
And have only just begun.
I know there's someone just for me
You've picked him from the start,
Show not my eyes this chosen one
Please show me with my heart.
by Michelle Yoder
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Paradox Found
The greatest sages that the world has known have realized that
the greatest sagacity is often hidden in apparent contradiction.
To say something that at first sounds absurd is often to say that
to which others ought most attentively to listen. With this in
mind, let me cite some paradoxical observations I have made. I
trust the reader will find them both useless and helpful.
1. Real intelligence is half stupidity. Those who do or say
stupid things are often harshly corrected and, therefore, learn
much.
2. Real stupidity is half intelligence. Those who do or say
intelligent things are often harshly ridiculed and, therefore,
stop practicing the art of being intelligent. This opposite of my
first paradox is certainly more profound, which leads me to number
three.
3. The opposite of a given paradox is often more paradoxical
than that paradox.
4. Did you ever notice that your high school math teacher was
the toughest for you to get off on a tangent? Enough said.
5. I always have the hardest time getting to sleep on Sunday
night, following the "day of rest."
6. I hate food that is my favorite color. My favorite color
is green. (Does that mean that people who like purple eat most
anything that's on the table except eggplant?)
7.

Someone once said, "I do NOT like negative people."

8.

Charles Darwin is buried in a church.

9. The people whose "cups runneth over" with happiness
probably just have one cup in the house, and it's cracked.
10. The house with the living room carpet that looks like it
hasn't been vacuumed in two months is the one where you will hear
a mother's voice from the kitchen saying, "Don't take that bag of
Doritos in there. You'll have crumbs all over the place."
11. If you see a little four-year-old running around the
church sanctuary, crawling under pews, and making more noise than
the piano and organ combined, it's probably the pastor's.
12. Malls are the fastest and the slowest places to which one
can go. They are where people living in the fast lane go to walk
as slowly as possible.
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13.

I love to buy things, but I hate to shop.

14. Statistics show that songs written in a minor key, when
played on a piano, are enjoyed by more whites than blacks.
15. I live near the municipality of Townville.
Route 408 says "Borough of Townville."

The sign on

16.

Those whom we love the most are the easiest to hate.

17.

If you want to be cool, wear the hottest fashions.

18. Sarcastic people are just great.
kind of person I would rather be around.

I can think of no other

19. I've seen matchbooks with the name and address of a
funeral home on them, but I have never seen one with the name of a
crematorium.
20.

The Beginning.
by Lome Mook

Elation
I'm drinking the flowers and eating my tea
I sing to a bird and sting a poor bee
I dive into rocks
And fly cuckoo clocks
I'm losing my sign and stubbing my knee
by Jennifer Diller
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ROTATOR

Obliquely read if form has life
Weakly, though verse reflects strife.
Fear and love in rhythm bound
Tears poets; souls become sounds.
Euphony, soft describing time.
Sea and mountain trapped in rhyme.
Words giving out imagery
Stir emotion, make minds free.
Life (of course) the reverse makes
Knife poetic words in haste.
First to last reason runs
Inversed thought, senses stunned...
(Back to front turns front to back)
Stunned senses, thought inversed
Runs reason last to f i r s t .
Haste in words, poetic knife
Makes reverse the course of life.
Free minds make emotion s t i r
Imagery outgiving words.
Rhyme in trapped mountain and sea
Time describing soft euphony.
Sounds become souls; poets' tears
Bound rhythm in love and fear.
Strife reflects verse, though weakly:
Life has form if read obliquely.
(ROTATOR)
by Thorn Verratti
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